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Marangoni-flow driven self-propulsion of various objects, including liquid marbles, superoleophobic micro-boats and plastic tubing was studied experimentally and theoretically. The self-propelled, longstanding rotation of the polymer tubing containing camphor continuing for dozens of hours is reported. The rotator is driven by the solutocapillary Marangoni flows owing to the dissolution of the camphor. The phenomenological model of the self-propelling is suggested and verified. Scaling laws describing the self-propelling are proposed and tested experimentally. The change in the surface tension, arising from the dissolution of camphor, driving the rotator is estimated as 1-3 mN/m.

The self-propulsion of a heavy, superoleophobic, metallic boat carrying a droplet of aqueous ethanol solution as a fuel tank is reported. Maximal velocities of the self-propulsion were registered as high as 0.1 m/s. The thermal field formed under the self-propulsion was studied. Both soluto- and thermo-capillary Marangoni flows promote the self-propulsion. The mechanism of the self-locomotion is discussed. The phenomenological model of the process is introduced.